
FEELS

LOUD is a platform that allows people to create, find and join protests worldwide.

There’s a lack of tools to organize this type of event as well as to be aware of them. The usual 
venues to communicate these actions are social networks and messaging apps, which entail 
miscommunication and many functionality gaps.

People usually find out about these demonstrations through media, posters, or hand-out 
brochures, which is good if they are at the right place and time. Still, these methods are potentially 
missing many people who might be interested in joining protests.

THE USERS AND THEIR NEEDS

We conducted secondary research and, in addition, interviewed a person in the world of activism 
as well as other person who might be interestesd in helping others by raising their voice. 

The outcomes of this research traced the path to follow in determining two primary types of users, 
one being the consolidated activist and the other the baby protester, who correspond to those 
who join protests sporadically or even those who never did before because of the lack of visibility.

The main pain point is the lack of apps that are focused on protests. 

[It’s unbelievable there 
are no tools]

[user 1]
[[user 2]]

SAYS

DOES

THINKS

[[I don’t know where or 
how searching]]

[I want to live in a better 
more fair world]

[[I would like to help 
others as I needed help 
before]]

[Frustrated that some 
protests take place at the 
same date and time]

[[Afraid about potential 
risks where the protests 
take place]]

[Organizes protests and 
joins others’ protests as 
well]

[[Talks to others at work 
about helping people]]



As explained before, we came up with two different types of user, which led us to create two 
different personas, the consolidated activist and the baby protester.



IDEATION AND INITIAL DESIGNS AND PROTOTYPES Each kind of user was more likely to use a different type of device. The consolidated 
activist is more susceptible to use a phone, either website or app, while the baby 
protester will look for demonstrations to join once they have reviewed all the available 
information primarily through a desktop computer. Because of this user will also use their 
phone the day of the protest when en route, we decided to start designing for small sizes, 
following a mobile-first approach.

https://shorturl.at/dkqzC



USABILITY TEST

We conducted moderated usability study with two participants who would correspond to the baby protester 
persona (our Eugene) and unmoderated usability test with one participant of the kind consolidated activist.

Themes/Patterns Identification

1. It was observed that 3 out of 3 subjects had issues with the location field. This means that the location field  
lacks expected features.

2. It was observed that 2 out of 3 subjects expected confirmation when finishing the protest creation process. This 
means that users get confused after protest creation.

3. It was observed that 2 out of 3 subjects found some issues while trying to execute actions that were actually 
available. This means that the way these features are presented doesn’t work properly.

Insights

1. Based on the theme that the location field lacks expected features, an insight is: the location field needs more 
features, like a map feature and the possibility to include notes. P0

2. Based on the theme that users get confused after protest creation, an insight is: a clear message should be 
shown before going back to the event list. P0

3. Based on the theme that the way these features are presented doesn’t work properly, an insight is: buttons for 
saving, edition, and deletion need further revision and probably descriptions close to them. P1



FINAL DESIGNS



FINAL DESIGNS



ACCESSIBILITY CONSIDERATIONS

The used colors were checked with an accessibility tool (CCA), and we found that white color over pure red is not 
that accessible, so we changed that color on the entire website.


